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Google wants to make spotting AI-generated images
easier
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Oxbotica's technology can infinitely alter a particular scene (Oxbotica)

A picture is worth a thousand words, but sometimes those words can be thoroughly
misleading. Uncannily realistic images can be generated by artificial intelligence (AI)
through applications like Midjourney and without clear labelling, people can easily
believe the evidence of their own eyes, even if it’s complete fiction.

Google, which has its own big plans for generative AI over the coming months, has
announced two features to help people establish which pictures are real and which
are algorithmically generated.

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/google-wants-spotting-ai-generated-113659933.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZnV0dXJldG9vbHMuaW8v&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAM81qFjjVQr0HUvy_EAiBqDExXl6npQfsYHJRD3rwDlyoR2MUARBpA6GOtiMzPHjh6xZNiUVB4t1JHd5z7ueCUJ6-4UMj1n-UUX4KsJt0CtK5yD3ha-yNAfoHSJ_cl9S26urQrf6I_PNSgj4SZ6IJeZSjSm5gCD9zHQS_8rxqL_7&ref=futuretools.io
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/ai
https://www.standard.co.uk/tech/ai-album-covers-guess-tune-midjourney-dalle2-b1048370.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/google
https://www.standard.co.uk/tech/ai-google-search-io-conference-generative-experience-chatbot-b1080311.html
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Coming in the next few months and initially rolling out in the US, the first is a tool
called “About this image”. Accessible via the three dots next to a picture in Google
Image Search, searching via pictures in Google Lens or by swiping up in the Google
App, Google will provide key information such as:

When the image and similar pictures were first indexed by Google (to give you
an idea of whether it’s new or not)

Where it first appeared online (because a reputable news site is more reliable
than 4chan)

Where else it’s been published (fact-checking sites, social media, or news
organisations)

About this image (Google)

With this information, users can get a better idea of where the image originated and
how it spread. Did it come from the BBC or a partisan Facebook page? Is the
context in which it’s used elsewhere completely different to the description you’ve
seen it with? Google hopes this additional context will better inform users.
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With Google ramping up its own generative-image capabilities, the company has
also pledged to add markups to the original files, clearly marking them as AI-
generated. The company says it has buy-in from Midjourney and Shutterstock on
this, with others set to follow.
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AI labelling in Midjourney (Google)

In a blog post accompanying the announcement, Google pointed to a 2022 Poynter
study saying that 62 per cent of people think they come across misinformation on at
least a weekly basis. “That’s why we continue to build easy-to-use tools and features
on Google Search to help you spot misinformation online, quickly evaluate content,
and better understand the context of what you’re seeing,” explains Cory Dunton,
product manager of Search at Google.

Of course, while well-intentioned, both of these features require the user to be
intellectually curious enough to look beyond the picture, not accepting it at face
value. Arguably, people with that degree of existing scepticism aren’t really the ones
who need to be reached if Google wants to slow the spread of misinformation.

There are plenty of times when a fake or misleading image has gone viral on social
media, only for the correction or additional context to get nowhere. This extra
contextual information from Google is a step in the right direction, but it’s unlikely to
make much of a dent in a problem that’s only going to worsen substantially over the
next decade.

https://blog.google/products/search/about-this-image-google-search/
https://www.poynter.org/fact-checking/media-literacy/2022/survey-says-large-majority-think-they-see-misinformation-online-every-week/

